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Developmental increases in white matter network
controllability support a growing diversity of brain
dynamics
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As the human brain develops, it increasingly supports coordinated control of neural activity.

The mechanism by which white matter evolves to support this coordination is not well

understood. Here we use a network representation of diffusion imaging data from 882 youth

ages 8–22 to show that white matter connectivity becomes increasingly optimized for a

diverse range of predicted dynamics in development. Notably, stable controllers in subcortical

areas are negatively related to cognitive performance. Investigating structural mechanisms

supporting these changes, we simulate network evolution with a set of growth rules. We find

that all brain networks are structured in a manner highly optimized for network control, with

distinct control mechanisms predicted in child vs. older youth. We demonstrate that our

results cannot be explained by changes in network modularity. This work reveals a possible

mechanism of human brain development that preferentially optimizes dynamic network

control over static network architecture.
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Modern neuroimaging techniques reveal the organization
of the brain’s white matter microstructure. Collectively,
white matter tracts form a large-scale wiring diagram or

connectome thought to support the brain’s diverse dynamics1,2.
Importantly, this architecture changes as children mature into
adults3, potentially facilitating the emergence of adult cognitive
function4. Despite the intuitive relationship between network
structure and brain function5, a fundamental mechanistic theory
explaining the development of white matter organization and its
relationship to emerging cognition in humans have remained
elusive. Such a theory would have far-reaching implications for
our understanding of normative cognitive development as well as
vulnerabilities to neuropsychiatric disorders6. Indeed, under-
standing the relations between complex patterns of white matter
network reconfiguration and cognitive function could inform
interventions to ameliorate cognitive deficits that accompany
altered wiring patterns.

Here we investigate how structural connectivity facilitates
changes and constrains patterns of dynamics in the developing
brain. Drawing on concepts from theoretical physics and engi-
neering, we study two structural predictors of brain dynamics—
controllability7 and synchronizability8. We use these two concepts
to examine how brains might be optimized for different types of
dynamics, and to ask whether individual brains are optimized
differently. Controllability is a structural predictor of the ease of
switching from one dynamical state to another9, a capability that
is critical for traversing a broad state space10,11 encompassing a
diverse dynamic repertoire12. Synchronizability is a structural
predictor of the ability for regions in the network to support the
same temporal dynamical pattern13, a phenomenon that can

facilitate inter-regional communication when implemented
locally14 but can facilitate pathological seizure-like dynamics when
implemented globally15,16. We hypothesize that white matter
networks develop from childhood to adulthood explicitly to
maximize controllability and reduce synchronizability.

To test this hypothesis, we examine controllability and
synchronizability in structural brain networks derived from
diffusion tensor imaging data, which we have represented
as weighted adjacency matrices or graphs. We determine the
relationship between controllability and synchronizability in a
sample of 882 youth from the ages of 8 to 2217. We demonstrate
that networks become optimized for diverse dynamics as children
develop, beyond that explainable by changes in the networks’
modular structure. Further, we provide supporting evidence for
the hypothesis that a balance of controllability across brain
regions is required for optimal cognitive function.

To better understand potential mechanisms of these trajec-
tories, we build a model based on theoretical biology and
evolutionary game theory18 that describes the observed increase
in mean controllability and decrease in synchronizability with
age. By exploring changes between networks with similar
connection strengths but different connection topologies, we
explore the extent to which brain networks are optimized for
these architectural features. Then, we define a given subject’s
capacity to alter its topology towards increasingly diverse
dynamics by extracting parameters that govern the speed, extent
and fall-off of network optimization. These novel statistics allow
us to assess whether children’s brains have greater potential for
increasing their ability to move from one mental state to another
(controllability). Finally, we demonstrate that the evolutionary
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Fig. 1 Controllability in brain networks. a Diffusion tensor imaging measures the direction of water diffusion in the brain. From this data, white matter
streamlines can be reconstructed that connect brain regions in a structural network. b Mean average controllability: structural support for moving the brain
to easy-to-reach states; mean modal controllability: structural support for moving the brain to difficult-to-reach states. c Regional average controllability
ranked on N= 234 brain regions of a group-averaged network for visualization purposes. d Regions with high average controllability tend to display low
modal controllability: ρ= −0.76, df= 233, p< 1 × 10−16; relative node strength is indicated by shape. e Controllability measures averaged over all regions in
the brain networks of 882 healthy young subjects; each colored circle represents a person. People whose brains display high average controllability also
tend to display high modal controllability: r= 0.87, df= 881, p< 1 × 10−16. Yellow and red ellipses are the 95% confidence clouds of network null models in
which the edge weights of the brain networks are shuffled to preserve strength or degree, respectively
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rule based on controllability and synchronzability is a better fit to
the observed empirical data than alternative rules constructed
from traditional graph statistics including efficiency19 and mod-
ularity20, and including degree and strength.

Results
Controllability in brain networks. We begin by asking whether
regions of the brain display different predispositions for con-
trollability. To answer this question, we estimate controllability
and synchronizability in the structural brain networks of 882
youth from the Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental cohort (Fig. 1a;
Methods section). We examine two types of controllability, which
describe the predicted ability to move the network into different
states defined as patterns of regional activity (Fig. 1b). Average
controllability is a structural phenotype predicted to facilitate
small changes in brain state, nearby on an energy landscape. In
contrast, modal controllability is a structural phenotype predicted
to facilitate large changes in brain state, distant on an energy
landscape (Methods section).

To address whether there are related individual differences in
types of controllability, we study these metrics in a cohort of 882
youth from ages 8 to 22 (Methods section). In brain networks,
nodes with high average controllability tend to be strongly
connected, while nodes with strong modal controllability tend to
be weakly connected10. These nodes are distinct from each other
(Fig. 1c). Indeed, regional average controllability is negatively
correlated with regional modal controllability (Spearman correla-
tion coefficient ρ= −0.76, df= 233, p< 1 × 10−16; Fig. 1d). That

is, regions that are theoretically predicted to be good at moving
the brain into nearby states are not the same as regions that are
theoretically predicted to be good at moving the brain to distant
states.

While each brain region may play a different control role,
one could ask whether there are related individual differences in
types of controllability. To answer this question, we calculate
whole-brain average controllability as the mean average controll-
ability value across all brain regions in a single individual, and
similarly for whole-brain modal controllability. We find that
individuals whose brains display high mean average controll-
ability also display high mean modal controllability (Pearson’s
correlation coefficient r= 0.87, df= 881, p< 1 × 10−16; Fig. 1e).
This relationship—which is not characteristic of several common
random graph models21—suggests that brain networks that can
support switches among nearby states can also support dynamical
transitions among distant states.

To determine whether these trends in individual variation are
expected statistically, we compare our results in the real data with
those obtained from corresponding null models. Specifically, we
randomly permute the placement of edges weights (i) to preserve
strength, or the sum of weights for each node

P
j Aij, or (ii) to

preserve degree, or the number of connections for each nodeP
j Aij

�� ��0 (Methods section). We observe that networks in
both null models display much lower controllability (both average
and modal) than the true data (Fig. 1e), particularly when only
degree is preserved. For average controllability, the true data has
mean and standard deviation of 22.6± 2.5, while the null models
show (i) 19.5± 2.2 and (ii) 15.7± 1.2, respectively. For modal
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Fig. 2 Synchronizability and changes across development. a A synchronous state is operationalized as a state in which all nodes have the same activity
magnitude. Such a state is stable when the master stability function is negative for all positive eigenvalues of the graph Laplacian (Methods section).
We use the inverse spread of the Laplacian eigenvalues 1/σ2({λi}) as a measure of global synchronizability. b Global synchronizability is anti-correlated
with both average controllability and modal controllability (color of circles). Yellow and red ellipses are the 95% confidence clouds of the node-preserving
and strength-preserving null models. c Mean average controllability significantly increases with age: Pearson’s correlation coefficient r= 0.28, df= 881,
p< 1 × 10−16. d Global synchronizability significantly decreases with age: −0.37, df= 881, p< 1 × 10−16. The fits in panels c, d all control for brain volume,
head motion, sex, and handedness. Blue lines show best non-linear fit under a general additive model (see Methods); gray envelope denotes 95%
confidence interval
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controllability, the true data has mean and standard deviation of
0.969± 0.006, while the null models show (i) 0.958± 0.008 and
(ii) 0.934± 0.007, respectively. T-tests to compare the true average
controllability data with the null models show that they are
significantly different with p< 1 × 10−16 for both null models, with
effect sizes measured by Cohen’s d of (i) d= 1.27 and (ii) d= 3.43.
Similar results were obtained when comparing the true modal
controllability data with both null models, which showed
a significant difference with p< 1 × 10−16 and effect sizes of
(i) d= 1.68 and (ii) d= 5.44, respectively. These clear differences
are striking considering the fact that both null models still inherit
many traits from the original networks, including the number of
nodes and the weight distributions. These findings suggest that
brain networks are particularly optimized for high controllability
to both nearby and distant states, and that this optimization differs
across individuals. In particular, we examine the regression slope

between mean average controllability and mean modal controll-
ability in these three network ensembles using an analysis of
covariance test to find that (i) random, brain-like networks with
preserved strength have a difference in regression slope with
empirical brain networks of t= 14.5, df= 1760, p< 1 × 10−16, and
(ii) random, brain-like networks with preserved degree have a
difference in regression slope with empirical brain networks of
t= 16.7, df= 1760, p< 1 × 10−16.

Synchronizability and changes across development. While
controllability predicts the ability of a network to change between
states, synchronizability predicts the ability of a network to persist
in a single (synchronous) state. Mathematically, this property
of a complex system can be studied using the master stability
function8,22. Specifically, stability under perturbations exists when
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this function is negative for all positive eigenvalues of the graph
Laplacian {λi}, i= 1, …, (N− 1), or—put another way—when all {λi}
fall within the region of stability (Fig. 2a). A larger spread of
Laplacian eigenvalues will make the system more difficult
to synchronize, and therefore an intuitive measure of global syn-
chronizability is the inverse variance 1/σ2({λi})23 (see Methods section
for details and an illustration of this dominant contribution from the
eigenspectrum variation in Supplementary Fig. 1).

Using this theoretical scaffold, we observe that brain networks
that are more synchronizable tend to display lower average
controllability (Pearson’s correlation coefficient r= −0.85,
df= 881, p< 1 × 10−5; Fig. 2b) as well as lower modal controllability
(r= −0.82, df= 881, p< 1 × 10−5). While no known relationship
between synchronizability and controllability exists, the correlation
is intuitive in that it suggests that individuals who are theoretically
predicted to more easily transition into a variety of dynamical states
are less susceptible to having many regions locked in synchrony.

We observe that average controllability increases as
children age (Pearson correlation coefficient r= 0.28, df= 881,
p< 1 × 10−16; Fig. 2c), as does modal controllability (r= 0.22,
df= 881, p= 3.5 × 10−11, controlled for brain volume, head
motion, sex and handedness). Moreover, we observe that
synchronizability decreases as children age (r= −0.37, df= 881,
p< 1 × 10−16; Fig. 2d). These developmental arcs suggest that as
the brain matures, its network architecture supports a larger
range of dynamics (from nearby to distant states)—more diverse
dynamics—and is less able to support globally synchronized
states. It is natural to ask whether these observations can be
simply explained by changes in network modularity that

accompany development4. We show in a later section of the
Results section, entitled “Controlling for modularity”, that these
results still hold after regressing out network modularity from the
variables of interest.

Super-controllers and cognition. Given the global trends of
increasing controllability and decreasing synchronizability with
age, it is worth asking whether specific regions of the brain are
driving these changes, or whether all regions contribute equally.
Surprisingly, we observe that the regions that display the most
controllability also show the greatest developmental increase in
control, while regions with lower controllability decrease further
with age (Fig. 3a, b; data is averaged over 882 subjects). Regions
that increase the most in average controllability show a Spearman
correlation with their average controllability value of ρ= 0.48, p
< 1 × 10−16, while regions that increase the most in modal con-
trollability show a correlation with their modal controllability
value of ρ= 0.33, p< 4 × 10−7. We refer to these strong con-
trollers that increase in controllability with age as ‘super-con-
trollers’, whose putative role in the network lies in the
differentiation of brain structure necessary to support the wider
variety of dynamics that accompanies normative maturation.
An average super-controller is therefore a region with high
average controllability, and whose average controllability increa-
ses with age; a modal super-controller is therefore a region with
high modal controllability, and whose modal controllability
increases with age. As these significant age associations are
found widely across regions in the brain (see Fig. 3a, b and
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topology and test if the modified network advances the Pareto front. This procedure charts a course of network evolution characterized by increasingly
optimal features: here we increase mean average controllability and mean modal controllability, and decrease global synchronizability, in 1500 edge swaps
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curves). The trajectory for one subject (blue dot) is highlighted (orange and red). See Methods section for evidence of convergence of controllability
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Supplementary Tables 1 and 2 for all regions implicated), this
suggests that our results are not driven by, for instance, the
contribution of the maturation of a single tract. We verify this
point by examining the network edges that show significant
changes with age across all 882 subjects in our youth sample—i.e.,
edges that are significantly correlated with age and pass the
Bonferroni test for multiple comparisons at p< 0.05, while con-
trolling for sex, handedness, brain volume, and head motion. We
find that such edges (95 out of 24,027 unique non-zero edges in
the 234-region network) are distributed very broadly throughout
the brain, connecting 43% of the 234 brain regions. This evidence
of contributions from the maturation of many tracts instead of a
single tract, supports the need for larger scale descriptors such as
network controllability, with which to build models.

Regions of high modal controllability (which tend to have low
degree, see section “Pareto optimization with other metrics”)
effect energetically distant state transitions and—in healthy adult
subjects—are disproportionately located in cognitive control
regions, while regions of high average controllability (which tend
to have high degree structure, see section “Pareto optimization
with other metrics”) effect energetically nearby state transitions
and—in healthy adult subjects—are disproportionately located in
several brain systems including the default mode10. As we test
statistically in the previous paragraph, we find a global
strengthening of these super-controllers, consistent with an
increasing specialization of function that accompanies develop-
ment and experience. Regionally, we observe that some
controllers in prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate cortex
increase in their modal controllability with age and decrease in
their average controllability with age, as we show statistically in
the previous paragraph, potentially suggesting a narrowing or
specialization of their preferred control roles with development.

Speculatively, it may be the case that the emergence of super-
controllers over the course of development could explain
differences in cognitive function. Alternatively, it is possible that
these super-controllers are unstable points in the network
undergoing massive re-organization with age, and therefore that
optimal predictors of individual differences in cognitive function
(above and beyond that expected by age) will instead be found in
the regions that remain stable in their controllability over
development. To test this pair of conflicting hypotheses, we
examine the relationship between cognitive performance on a
battery of tasks and individual differences in controllability,
separately averaged over (i) average super-controllers (Fig. 3c,
left), (ii) modal super-controllers (Fig. 3c, center), and (iii) stable-
controllers defined as those regions whose controllability did not
significantly change with age (Fig. 3c, right). While controlling for
the effects of age, we observe that individuals with higher
cognitive performance (Methods section) also display weaker
stable-controllers, largely located in subcortical areas (Spearman
correlation coefficient between cognitive performance and mean
average controllability of stable-controllers ρ= −0.16, df= 879, p
= 1.4 × 10−6). Note that the use of Spearman correlations
eliminates the dependence of these results on any outliers, and
only (iii) passes a false discovery rate correction for multiple
comparisons across the three tests (the other p-values are (i)
p= 0.03 and (ii) p= 0.28 respectively). These results suggest that
the relative strength of controllers in subcortical vs. cortical
regions is critical for understanding individual differences in
overall cognitive function, i.e., a shift in control away from
cortical regions may be detrimental to higher-order cognition.

A network growth model for modeling development. Thus far,
we have demonstrated that network controllability and synchro-
nizability appear to follow a characteristic curve (Figs. 1e and 2b),

change significantly with age (Fig. 2c, d), and correlate with
individual differences in cognition (Fig. 3c). Yet, none of these
observations constitute a mechanistic theory. However, the first
two of these observations do suggest one: brain networks develop
explicitly to maximize controllability while limiting synchroniz-
ability. To test this hypothesis, we use an evolutionary algorithm
to chart a course for network evolution in the three-dimensional
space of these features (average controllability, modal controll-
ability, and synchronizability). We employ an optimization
method developed in economics and game theory, Pareto opti-
mization, which has recently been adapted to explore brain net-
work topologies (morphospace)18. Beginning with a brain network
obtained from the original data, an existing edge in the network is
randomly chosen for rewiring, to take the place of an edge that did
not previously exist. The controllability and synchronizability
metrics are calculated for that new network and if the new net-
work is found to advance the Pareto front (Fig. 4a), the rewiring is
retained; if not, then the rewiring is dismissed. This process is
repeated to chart a course by which networks increase controll-
ability and decrease synchronizability, while maintaining the same
edge weight distribution and mean degree. To provide contrast in
the opposite direction, we evolve the subject’s network both for-
ward in developmental time (increasing control and decreasing
synchronizability), and backward in developmental time
(decreasing control and increasing synchronizability).

Critically, we observe that the simulated evolutionary trajectory
that optimizes controllability and minimizes synchronizability is
a constrained path that tracks the human brain data points well
(mean and variance of the distance from the data points to the
average predicted curve is 0.0049± 0.0376). These results support
the hypothesis that a mechanism of human brain development is
the reconfiguration of white matter connectivity to increase the
human’s ability to flexibly move between diverse brain states24. In
addition to this fundamental and more general insight, we also
make several specific observations, which we detail thoroughly in
the next section.

Brain networks are near optimal for controllability. Here we
investigate the trajectories traced out by evolving networks upon
optimizing for controllability and synchronizability metrics. First,
we demonstrate that brain networks are well optimized for high
controllability and low synchronizability by comparing distances
traveled in the forward and backward directions. Second, we
compare the evolved metrics with the data to show that brain
networks can reach near-optimal values of controllability, but
seem to saturate at a finite level of synchronizability.

Our Pareto-optimization algorithm runs for 1500 edge steps in
both the forward (optimizing for high average and modal
controllabilities, and low synchronizability) and backward
(optimizing for low average and modal controllabilities and high
synchronizability) directions. An estimate of the discrete distance
traveled in the forward direction is

df ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xf
x0

� �2

þ yf
y0

� �2

þ zf
z0

� �2
s

; ð1Þ

where x is mean average controllability, y is mean
modal controllability, and z is synchronizability. This is a
dimensionless distance, normalized by the total distance traveled,
i.e., x0= xf − xb, where xf and xb are changes in the forward and
backward directions, respectively. Similarly, we can write an
expression for the dimensionless distance in the backward
direction by replacing f → b in the above expression. The ratio
of distance traveled forward to backward is then df/db.
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Examining first the average controllability vs. modal controll-
ability plane (Fig. 4b and setting z= 0 in the expression above),
we find that this ratio is 0.52, so it is almost twice as easy to

decrement the controllability values than to increase them.
Including synchronizability as well in the full three-dimensional
space (Fig. 4c, d), we find that this ratio is 0.46, indicating that it
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is also markedly easier to increase synchronizability than to
decrease it. These results indicate that within the space of
networks with the same edge distribution, brain networks have
topologies that are well optimized for high controllability and low
synchronizability.

The final evolved values for controllability (31.7 for average
controllability and 0.985 for modal controllability) are more
similar to actual values shown by brain networks (maximum
average controllability is 32.6 and maximum modal controll-
ability is 0.983) than are the final evolved values for synchroniz-
ability (see Fig. 5). This fact suggests that brain networks have
near-optimal controllability, but do not fully limit synchroniz-
ability, perhaps because some finite amount of synchronization is
needed for dynamical coordination and cognition.

Pareto optimization with other metrics. In this section, we
provide comparisons with related network metrics such as max-
imum and minimum weighted degree (while preserving mean
weighted degree), to demonstrate the specificity of controllability
metrics. As controllability metrics describe the propagation of
dynamics in the network, they dramatically constrain evolu-
tionary trajectories much more than simply increasing the max-
imum or minimum weighted node degrees. We also find that
optimization using other relevant network metrics such as global
efficiency19 and network modularity20 displays far less structure
as compared to optimizing for controllability and synchroniz-
ability (see later subsection in the Results entitled “Controlling for
modularity”). In comparison to the complete set of available
models, we demonstrate that brain networks are structured in a

manner best described as highly optimized for the control of
diverse neural dynamics.

The weighted degree of each node has a strong overlap with the
controllability of that node (see Fig. 6a). Here, we verify that
modifying the degree structure of each node—in a manner similar
to changes wrought by optimizing for controllability—does not
simply recapitulate the results given by optimizing for controll-
ability. Weighted degree is the sum of all the edges connected to
that node; given the adjacency matrix Aij it is

P
j Aij for node i.

The average controllability of a node has a strong positive
correlation with ranked weighted degree, and the modal
controllability of a node has a strong negative correlation with
ranked weighted degree10.

Hence, a matrix that simultaneously increases mean average
controllability and mean modal controllability could simply be a
matrix that increases its largest and smallest weighted degree—
thereby stretching out the degree distribution (Fig. 6b). While our
edge swapping procedure does not alter the edge weight
distribution or mean weighted degree of the network, the total
degree of each node can be altered to increase the minimum or
maximum weighted degree, respectively. We repeat our simula-
tions now optimizing for an increase in the maximum weighted
degree, and a decrease in the minimum weighted degree and
global synchronizability. If controllability is merely a proxy for
weighted degree, then this should give similar results to the
simulations that optimize for increasing controllability and
decreasing synchronizability.

First, we observe that plotting the raw data according to
maximum and minimum weighted degree (purple dots in Fig. 6c)
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Fig. 7 Steeper trajectories in children vs. youth ages 18–22. aWe compare two cohorts of different ages, 170 children from ages 8–12 years (blue), and 190
youth from ages 18 to 22 years (green). Based on their forward Pareto-optimization trajectories, we fit exponential curves y= a + b exp (cx) for each
subject, where x is the mean average controllability and y is the mean modal controllability, to obtain the curve tangent at the position of the brain network.
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test p< 0.001. c This difference arises from the evolutionary curve in modal controllability, as can be seen by a separate examination of how modal
controllability changes with each rewiring step (group difference in tangent: p< 0.001)—suggesting that children have a greater potential for increasing
their ability to make distant or difficult changes in mental state than older youth. d In contrast, there is little group difference in the change of average
controllability with each rewiring step (p= 0.47), suggesting that the potential to increase nearby mental switches remains constant over development
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reveals very little structure, unlike the clean developmental arc
seen in Fig. 1e. This is also true for the plot of minimum weighted
degree and global synchronizability (purple dots in Fig. 6d),
where there is little discernible relationship, unlike the clean
developmental arc shown in Fig. 2b. Second, instead of the
constrained curves we see in the forward trajectories of Fig. 4 that
mimic the empirically observed developmental arc, now the paths
simply move in a noisy manner across the plane (Figs. 6c, d:
forward trajectories in yellow and backward trajectories in pink).
In the highlighted trajectory for a single individual (orange and
red) we see that this curve zigzags across the plane. Moreover,
trajectories from separate simulations do not overlap with one
another as do trajectories from separate simulations that optimize
for controllability metrics.

Together, these results demonstrate that controllability metrics
are far more constrained than weighted degree, or rather, high
weighted degree appears to be necessary but not sufficient for
average controllability, and similarly for low weighted degree and
modal controllability. The derivation of controllability metrics
comes from a specific dynamical model that utilizes network
connectivity for the propagation of dynamics, and is far more
constraining than simply having many large driver nodes or
many poorly connected nodes.

Steeper trajectories in children vs. older youth. In the previous
section, we provided important evidence to support a mechanistic
theory that implicates network reconfiguration toward optimal
controllability as a fundamental driver of neurodevelopment.
Next, we turn from the global assessment to the individual, and
study the charted evolutionary trajectories of each subject to ask
whether that simulated trajectory harbors important information
regarding the subject’s age and predictions regarding the subject’s
abilities. We begin by studying the capacity for a brain network to
adapt by estimating the tangent of the evolutionary trajectory. For
each simulated trajectory, we first fit the exponential form y= a +
b exp (cx) to the average and modal controllability, and estimate
the tangent of the curve at the position of the actual brain net-
work (Fig. 7a). By comparing the group difference in these tan-
gents between children from 8 to 12 years (n= 170) and youth
from 18 to 22 years (n= 190) using a non-parametric permuta-
tion test, we find that children display larger tangents with
p< 0.001, see Fig. 7b—and hence steeper evolutionary curves.
These results suggest that children’s brain networks have a greater
capacity for network evolution than the brain networks of older
youth, as we show through investigating the separate contribu-
tions to these changes from modal and average controllability.
This revealed that the group difference in steepness of the evo-
lutionary curve is driven much more by the change in only modal
controllability as a function of rewiring step (Fig. 7c; group dif-
ference in tangent: non-parametric permutation test p< 0.001)
than by the change in only average controllability as a function of
rewiring step (Fig. 7d; p= 0.47). These results suggest that

children have a greater potential to increase their ability to make
distant or difficult changes in mental state more than youth ages
18–22, whereas the potential to increase their nearby mental
switches remains constant over development.

Controlling for modularity. Given that structural brain networks
are modular25 and that modularity changes with age4, one might
ask if modularity is related to controllability or synchronizability,
or if changes in modularity can explain changes in these metrics
with age. In this section, we describe a set of analyses that
demonstrate that (i) modularity and controllability do not have a
one-to-one correspondence, and in fact show very different
dependencies across different graphs, (ii) our results hold after
controlling for the modularity quality index Q, and (iii) Pareto-
optimization trajectories based on modularity and efficiency do
not recapitulate the trends observed in the empirical data. Here,
we provide brief summaries of each of these tests, and we refer the
reader to the Supplementary Results subsection “Controlling for
modularity” and Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6 for additional
details.

First, we note that to our knowledge, there are no analytical
results relating modularity to controllability or synchronizability
thus far. Hence we ask whether modularity and controllability can
be observed to be numerically correlated with one another over
instances in a graph ensemble. Even without explicit mathematical
dependence, numerical correlations between two variables can still
occur—in the simplest case—if a third variable is driving changes
in both. We demonstrate that modularity has no instrinsic
relationship with controllability by investigating various families
of graph models, each with two different types of edge weight
distributions. The graph models chosen include the weighted
random graph, the ring lattice graph, the Watts-Strogatz small-
world graph, three examples of a modular graph (with 2, 4, and 8
modules), the random geometric graph, and the Barabasi-Albert
preferential attachment graph. Edge weights were drawn either
from a Gaussian distribution or from an empirical distribution of
streamline counts. For each of these families of networks,
ensembles of 100 networks each were generated. Scatterplots of
the modularity quality index Q and mean average controllability
are given for each of these 2 (edge weights)×8 (graph model) types
of network ensembles in Supplementary Figs. 5 and 6, and a
summary table of the Spearman correlations is given in Table 1.
From these data, it is evident that the correlations can vary
across graph types from positive (ρ= 0.14, p= 0.16), to negative
(ρ= −0.75, p< 1 × 10−16), to no relation at all (ρ= −0.03,
p= 0.80). These simulations clearly demonstrate that there is no
a priori relation between the dynamical predictors of controll-
ability and synchronizability, and the heuristic of modularity.

We next ask whether individual differences in modularity can
explain changes in controllability or synchronizability that occur
with age. To address this question, we calculate the modularity
metric Q by running 100 iterations of a Louvain-like locally

Table 1 Relationship between mean average controllability and modularity Q for various graph types

128 nodes WRG RL WS MD2 MD4 MD8 RG BA

Gaussian
ρ −0.0297 −0.1632 −0.2148 −0.1689 −0.2057 −0.0476 −0.4568 −0.0509
p 0.7691 0.1046 0.0321 0.0930 0.0403 0.6374 0.0000 0.6144
Streamline counts
ρ −0.0376 −0.0539 0.1424 −0.3642 −0.1469 −0.1107 −0.0962 −0.7538
p 0.7097 0.5939 0.1575 0.0002 0.1444 0.2724 0.3404 0.0000

Spearman ρ-values and corresponding p-values for the correlations between mean average controllability and modularity Q. The two weighting schemes used are Gaussian weights and streamline
counts, while the eight graph models are the weighted random graph (WRG), the ring lattice (RL), the Watts-Strogatz small-world (WS), the modular graphs (MD2, MD4, MD8), the random geometric
(RG), and the Barabasi-Albert preferential attachment (BA) models. The p-values stated to be zero are below 10−5
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greedy algorithm to maximize the modularity quality function
with γ= 1 for each subject’s structural adjacency matrix26. For
each subject we then obtain a consensus partition26 and the
consensus Q value. By recalculating the relationships between
synchronizability and controllability while regressing out the
effects of modularity, we find that our results remain robust—
mean average controllability remains strongly correlated with
mean modal controllability (r= 0.87, df= 881, p< 1 × 10−5), and
both quantities are negatively correlated with synchronizability:
r= −0.84, df= 881, p< 1 × 10−5 for mean average controllability
and r= −0.81, df= 881, p< 1 × 10−5 for mean modal controll-
ability, respectively. In addition, mean average controllability
and mean modal controllability remain positively correlated
with age (r= 0.28, df= 881, p< 1 × 10−5 and r= 0.21, df= 881,
p< 1 × 10−5, respectively), while synchronizability is negatively
correlated with age (r= −0.36, df= 881, p< 1 × 10−5), with very
little change in the magnitude of the results; see Fig. 8a.

Finally, we repeat the Pareto optimization in two dimensions to
optimize for modularity as well as for global efficiency, which has
been suggested as an important factor in brain network evolution
in prior studies. For instance, the Pareto-optimization of brain
networks was first conducted during the investigation of the
structural evolution of various biological networks using the
metric of global efficiency18. Separately, brain networks have
demonstrated changes in modularity with age27. Hence we repeat
the Pareto optimization in two dimensions to optimize for global
efficiency and modularity, in order to provide a dialogue with
previous work in the literature. To calculate global efficiency19,
the function efficiency_wei from the Brain Connectivity Toolbox
was used, while a generalized Louvain-like28 locally greedy
community detection method29 was used to optimize modular-
ity20, by comparison with a standard Newman-Girvan null
model30.

We optimize for these two quantities in a two-dimensional
space for 1500 iterations in the forward direction, where we find
that separate trajectories for the same subject have a strong
overlap (the summed square difference between a single trajectory
for that subject and that subject’s average trajectory, is only 6.4%

of the difference across different subjects). These optimization
trajectories (fairly linear) do not display a similar functional form
to the empirical brain networks under these two metrics (which
do not have much structure), see Fig. 8b. This difference in the
functional form observed in the true and simulated data drawn
from a Pareto-optimization of modularity and global efficiency
stands in contrast to the similarity in functional form observed
when the simulated data is drawn from a Pareto-optimization of
controllability and synchronizability—where these latter metrics
on the empirical brain networks can be fit to similar exponential
forms as the Pareto-optimal trajectories (section “Steeper
trajectories in children vs. older youth”). In contrast, these data
demonstrate that modularity and global efficiency are not
parsimonious candidates for network-level mechanisms of
structural rewiring in brain networks over development.

Taken together, these results suggest that modularity does not
provide a compelling explanation for the observed, age-related
relationship between controllability and synchronizability in
brain networks.

Discussion
We address the fundamental question of how the architecture of
the brain supports the emergence of cognitive abilities in humans.
To do so, we draw on the computational tools and conceptual
frameworks of theoretical physics and engineering to study two
complementary predictors of brain dynamics—controllability and
synchronizability—built from the organization of the brain’s
white matter. Controllability7 and synchronizability22 separately
predict the brain’s ability to transition to nearby vs. distant states,
or to maintain a single state characterized by a stable temporal
dynamic. While mathematically, there are no known corre-
spondences between these two constructs, we uncover evidence
that the brain optimizes the former (controllability, to both near
and distant states) at the expense of the latter (synchronizability).
Perhaps even more notable, this optimization occurs during
development in youth aged 8–22 years, and individual differences
in control architecture of white matter are correlated with
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individual differences in cognitive performance. We use forward-
modeling computational approaches18 to identify constrained
evolutionary trajectories, providing evidence that network control
is a key mechanism in development10.

In considering our analyses and results, it is worth mentioning
some considerations related to biophysical relevance. Specifically,
one might ask how these constructs of network controllability
relate to constructs of control in the brain? Here we use a simple
linear model of brain network dynamics to estimate the statistics
of average and modal controllability. Importantly, the same linear
model has been used previously to understand both the rela-
tionship between functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
BOLD data and the structural architecture of white matter tracts
estimated from diffusion imaging data31, and how the synaptic
connections between neurons determine the repertoire of spatial
patterns displayed in spontaneous activity32. While this simple
linear model is useful in understanding first-order dynamics in
networked systems, such linearization of the dynamics does
constrain the model’s predictive power to short time scales and to
states in the immediate vicinity of the operating point10.

Further work has built on the simple linear model of brain
dynamics that we study here by seeking to understand how
underlying anatomical structure constrains the potential impact
of control energy localized to single nodes10,33 or spanning
multiple nodes11,34 (so-called “multi-point” control). As descri-
bed in a recent review35, the input control energy can be thought
of as derived from any process that changes the activity of a single
(or multiple) region(s). Common examples include but are not
limited to the activation elicited by external stimuli, and changes
in electrical activity elicited by brain stimulation. Previous work
has shown that average vs. modal control is more effectively
enacted by default mode vs. executive regions, and thus that there
is a natural mapping between the control type and the function
performed by different brain areas at the large scale10. Moreover,
there is evidence that while a region may—on average—show a
preference for a certain control strategy, it may also play a dif-
ferent control role depending on the task context: i.e., which
initial state of the brain must be moved to which final state11,34.
In the context of this particular study, these approaches allow us
to examine the local controllability of each node and the structure
of dynamics supported on it using aggregate statistics, for the goal
of comparing the relative control strengths of different regions.

Our findings regarding the anatomical localization of control
profiles are particularly interesting when considered against the
backdrop of prior empirical work describing the neurophysiolo-
gical dynamics supporting cognitive control. For example, high
modal controllers—predominantly found in executive areas10—
are predicted to control dynamics of the brain into distant,
difficult-to-reach states. These inferences are consistent with, and
provide novel structurally based neural mechanisms for, the
observed empirical function of cognitive control areas36. Speci-
fically, cognitive control areas are thought to drive or constrain
neurophysiological dynamics over distributed neural circuits
using transient modulations24, consistent with the role of modal
controllers10. Conversely, high average controllers—pre-
dominantly found along the medial wall10—are predicted to
control the brain’s intrinsic dynamics towards nearby states,
potentially explaining the competitive relationships observed
between cognitive control areas and medial portions of the default
mode system6. More generally, the role of structural connectivity
underpinning these large-scale coordinated processes is not
commonly accounted for in current computational models of
cognitive control37. It will be important to understand how these
structural drivers constrain high-frequency activity in both health
and in disorders accompanied by executive deficits, particularly

because such an understanding could inform novel interventions
with the network biology.

The theoretical links between network control and executive
function are particularly intriguing in light of our observations
that brains predicted to switch easily to nearby mental states are
also predicted to switch easily to distant mental states. Given that
the brain regions high in average controllability are different from
those high in modal controllability, this positive relationship was
unexpected; one might intuitively assume that a brain with high
performance on one type of control strategy would display low
performance on another. Indeed, in many computational studies
of brain network architecture, the common finding is that a
network optimized for one type of structure (such as local clus-
tering) will not display another type of structure (such as modular
organization)38. Our results suggest that individual differences in
network control are correlated. This may partly explain the fact
that different types of cognitive abilities tend to be highly cor-
related: individuals who are good at one type of cognitive task
tend to be good at other cognitive tasks39.

Beyond their implications for individual differences in cogni-
tion, our results also shed important light on brain development.
Specifically, our approach reveals the emergence of regional
super-controllers as youth between the ages of 8 and 22 years
mature. These findings suggest that there is a fundamental change
in graph architecture that enables specialization of regional
function. Indeed, structural changes in white matter micro-
structure within specific brain areas have previously been linked
to functional specialization, largely in terms of the computations
that are being performed40. The super-controllers we identify
here broaden these findings by suggesting that large-scale changes
in network architecture support the emergence of regions spe-
cialized for different types of control strategies and different
length-scales of coordination. Critically, average super-controllers
are located in a broad swath of frontal-parietal cortex, which is
well-known to support the emergence of executive functions and
the acquisition of new behaviors41. Modal super-controllers are
located in prefrontal areas that play a critical role in the emer-
gence of cognitive control42. Notably, individual differences in
cognitive ability—above and beyond those explained by age—are
driven by relatively stable-controllers in subcortical regions.
These results suggest that the relative strength of controllers in
subcortical vs. cortical regions is critical for understanding indi-
vidual differences in overall cognitive function, a notion that is
supported by the functional segregation of these areas in healthy
adults43. Lastly, we note that the patterns in white matter archi-
tecture in children have a greater potential to increasingly support
distant (difficult) brain state transitions, whereas the potential to
support nearby (easy) brain state transitions remains constant
over development.

Finally, it is worth offering a few speculations regarding
potential future directions for this type of work. Our observation
that brain controllability increases during neurodevelopment
suggests the existence of an optimization process that maximizes
the human brain’s ability to transition among mental states while
minimizing our vulnerability to being fixed in a single state. If this
suggestion is true, then what specific neurophysiological
dynamics are enhanced by this increased controllability? What
behavioral phenotypes would these optimizations support?
Answers to these and related questions will require new directions
of empirical research seeking to bridge the neurophysiological
drivers of skill acquisition with the control architectures that
support them9,10. Such studies might shed light on the question
of whether structural changes enable the learning of new beha-
viors, or whether learning itself alters white matter architecture
such that the control energy required for a task decreases as a
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youth matures. These questions would benefit from longitudinal
empirical studies and provide a step towards characterizaton of
healthy neurodevelopment.

Lastly, our mechanistic modeling efforts sought to investige the
rearrangement of network topology through edge swaps in the
human brain network. Interestingly, this approach mimics an
aspect of neural plasticity and re-organization that may naturally
occcur through adolescent development44. Future work could
expand on this model to take into account spatial constraints on
brain network architecture45, and implement addition and dele-
tion of edges tracking the known trajectories of growth or
pruning processes. While our findings support the notion that
optimization of controllability is a mechanism in development,
more detailed biophysical investigation is needed for a complete
characterization.

Methods
Subjects. All data were acquired from the Philadelphia Neurodevelopmental
Cohort (PNC), a large community-based study of brain development. This
resource is publicly available through the Database of Genotypes and Phenotypes.
This study includes 882 subjects between 8–22 years old (mean age = 15.06,
SD= 3.15, see Supplementary Fig. 2; 389 males, 493 females), each of whom
provided their informed consent according to the Institutional Review Board of the
University of Pennsylvania who approved all study protocols. These subjects had
no gross radiological abnormalities that distorted brain anatomy, no history of
inpatient psychiatric hospitalization, no use of psychotropic medications at the
time of scanning, and no medical disorders that could impact brain function. Each
of the 882 included subjects also passed both manual and automated quality-
assessment protocols for diffusion tensor imaging (DTI)46 and T1-weighted
structural imaging47, and had low in-scanner head motion (<2 mm mean relative
displacement between b = 0 volumes). We acknowledge that using only data of
high quality does not overcome all of the inherent limitations of deterministic or
probabilistic tractography algorithms48, but reducing noise in the diffusion-
weighted data results in better tract estimation and reduced false positives, as
recently documented48.

Diffusion tensor imaging. DTI data and all other MRI data were acquired on the
same 3T Siemens Tim Trio whole-body scanner and 32-channel head coil at the
Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania. DTI scans were obtained using a twice-
refocused spin-echo (TRSE) single-shot EPI sequence (TR= 8100 ms, TE= 82 ms,
FOV= 240 mm2/240 mm2; Matrix = RL: 128/AP:128/Slices:70, in-plane resolution
(x & y) 1.875 mm2; slice thickness= 2 mm, gap= 0; FlipAngle= 90°/180°/180°,
volumes= 71, GRAPPA factor= 3, bandwidth = 2170 Hz/pixel, PE direction=
AP). The sequence employs a four-lobed diffusion encoding gradient scheme
combined with a 90-180-180 spin-echo sequence designed to minimize eddy-
current artifacts. The complete sequence consisted of 64 diffusion-weighted
directions with b= 1000 s/mm2 and 7 interspersed scans where b = 0 s/mm2.
Scan time was ~11 min. The imaging volume was prescribed in axial orientation
covering the entire cerebrum with the topmost slice just superior to the apex of
the brain46.

Cognitive testing. Cognitive scores were measured using tests from the Penn
Computerized Neurocognitive Battery, from which a bifactor analysis revealed
a summary efficiency score that we utilized as a measure of subject cognitive
performance49. We used cognitive scores for 880 subjects from the original sample,
which passed the quality control measures for cognitive testing.

Connectome construction. Structural connectivity was estimated using 64-
direction DTI data. The diffusion tensor was estimated and deterministic whole-
brain fiber tracking was implemented in DSI Studio using a modified FACT
algorithm, with exactly 1,000,000 streamlines initiated per subject after removing
all streamlines with length <10 mm10. A 234-region parcellation50 was constructed
from the T1 image using FreeSurfer. Parcels were dilated by 4 mm to extend
regions into white matter, and registered to the first non-weighted (b= 0) volume
using an affine transform. Edge weights Aij in the adjacency matrix were defined by
the number of streamlines connecting each pair of nodes end-to-end. All analyses
were replicated using an alternative edge weight definition, where weights are equal
to the number of streamlines connecting each node pair divided by the total
volume of the node pair, as well as using probabilistic fiber tracking methods
(see following section). The schematic for structural connectome construction is
depicted in Fig. 1a.

Brain regions within the 234-region parcellation can be assigned to anatomical
and cognitive systems. We use this assignment to identify 14 subcortical brain
regions in both the left and right hemispheres: the thalamus proper, caudate,
putamen, pallidum, accumbens area, hippocampus, and amygdala.

Network controllability. A networked system can be represented by the graph
G ¼ ðV; EÞ, where V and E are the vertex and edge sets, respectively. Let aij be the
weight associated with the edge ði; jÞ 2 E, and define the weighted adjacency
matrix of G as A= [aij], where aij= 0 whenever ði; jÞ =2E. We associate a real value
(state) with each node, collect the node states into a vector (network state), and
define the map x : N�0 ! Rn to describe the evolution (network dynamics) of the
network state over time.

In our case, A 2 RN ´N is a symmetric and weighted adjacency matrix whose
elements indicate the number of white matter streamlines connecting two different
brain regions—denoted here as i and j. An underlying assumption of this approach
is that the number of streamlines is proportional to the strength of structural
connectivity.

Dynamical model. The equation of state that we use is based on extensive prior
work demonstrating its utility in predicting resting state functional connectivity31

and in providing similar brain dynamics to more complicated models32. Although
neural activity evolves through neural circuits as a collection of non-linear dynamic
processes, these prior studies have demonstrated that a significant amount of
variance in neural dynamics as measured by fMRI can be predicted from simplified
linear models.

Based on this literature, we employ a simplified noise-free linear discrete-time
and time-invariant network model10:

xðt þ 1Þ ¼ AxðtÞ þ BKuKðtÞ; ð2Þ

where x : R�0 ! RN describes the state (i.e., a measure of the electrical charge,
oxygen level, or firing rate) of brain regions over time, and A 2 RN ´N is the
structural connectome described in the previous section. Hence the size of the
vector x is given by the number of brain regions in the parcellation (e.g., 234 under
the Lausanne parcellation, see earlier subsection entitled “Connectome
construction”), and the value of x describes the brain activity of that region, such as
the magnitude of the BOLD signal.

The diagonal elements of the matrix A satisfy Aii= 0. Note that to assure Schur
stability, we divide the matrix by 1 + ξ0(A), where ξ0(A) is the largest singular value
of A. The input matrix BK identifies the control points K in the brain, where
K ¼ fk1; ¼ ; kmg and

BK ¼ ek1 � � � ekm½ �; ð3Þ

and ei denotes the i-th canonical vector of dimension N. The input uK : R�0 ! Rm

denotes the control strategy.
We study the controllability of this dynamical system, which refers to the

possibility of driving the state of the system to a specific target state by means of an
external control input51. Classic results in control theory ensure that controllability
of the network, Eq. (2), from the set of network nodes K is equivalent to the
controllability Gramian WK being invertible, where

WK ¼
X1
τ¼0

AτBKBT
KA

τ: ð4Þ

Consistent with ref. 10, we use this framework to choose control nodes one at a
time, and thus the input matrix BK in fact reduces to a one-dimensional vector,
e.g., BK ¼ ð 1 0 0 ¼ ÞT when the first brain region is the control node. In
this case, K simply describes this control node, i.e., the controllability Gramian can
be indexed by the i-th control node that it describes: Wi.

While the brain certainly displays non-linear activity, modeling of brain activity
in large-scale regional networks shows that the linear approximation provides fair
explanatory power of resting state fMRI BOLD data31. Further, studies of this
controllability framework using non-linear oscillators connected with coupling
constants estimated from large-scale white matter structural connections shows a
good overlap with the linear approximation33. While the model we employ is a
discrete-time system, this controllability Gramian is statistically similar to that
obtained in a continuous-time system10, through the comparison of simulations
run using MATLAB’s lyapunov function.

Controllability metrics. Within this controllability framework, we study two
different control strategies that describe the ability to move the network into dif-
ferent states defined as patterns of regional activity (Fig. 1b). Average controll-
ability describes the ease of transition to many states nearby on an energy
landscape, while modal controllability describes the ease of transition to a state that
is distant on this landscape.

Average controllability of a network equals the average input energy from a set
of control nodes and over all possible target states. As a known result, average input
energy is proportional to TraceðW�1

K Þ, the trace of the inverse of the controllability
Gramian. Instead and consistent with ref. 10, we adopt TraceðWKÞ as a measure of
average controllability for two main reasons: first, TraceðW�1

K Þ and TraceðWKÞ
satisfy a relation of inverse proportionality, so that the information obtained from
the two metrics are correlated with one another and, second, WK is typically very
ill-conditioned even for coarse network resolutions, so that TraceðW�1

K Þ cannot be
accurately computed even for small brain networks. It should be noted that
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TraceðWKÞ encodes a well-defined control metric, namely the energy of the
network impulse response or, equivalently, the network H2 norm7. As discussed
above, when a brain region i forms a control node, the resulting Gramian can be
indexed as Wi, in order to compute the regional average controllability.

Modal controllability refers to the ability of a node to control each evolutionary
mode of a dynamical network, and can be used to identify states that are difficult to
control from a set of control nodes. Modal controllability is computed from the
eigenvector matrix V= [vij] of the network adjacency matrix A. By extension from
the PBH test7, if the entry vij is small, then the j-th mode is poorly controllable
from node i. Following9, we define ϕi ¼

P
j ð1� ξ2j ðAÞÞv2ij as a scaled measure of

the controllability of all N modes ξ0(A), …, ξN−1(A) from the brain region i—
allowing the computation of regional modal controllability. Regions with high
modal controllability are able to control all the dynamic modes of the network, and
hence to drive the dynamics towards hard-to-reach configurations.

The mean average controllability over the whole-brain network is then the
mean over all regional average controllability values, and similarly for mean modal
controllability as the mean over all regional modal controllability values. The
availability of scripts to calculate these metrics is given in the section entitled “Data
Availability”.

Discrete transitions and centralized vs. distributed control. Here, we provide
some discussion of the evidence from the literature supporting the notion that the
brain may make discrete transitions between large-scale states. First, we note that
in our current model, a brain state is a pattern of activity across 234 cortical and
subcortical areas; thus, a discrete state transition can be constituted by a change in
the activity level of a single area. Thus, when we discuss state transitions, not all
states must be far from one another—in fact, many are “close” as defined by a
Euclidean distance (or L2 norm or similar) between state vectors. Nevertheless,
whether states are near or far, it is interesting to review the evidence that discrete
brain states (and non-gradual state transitions) can be identified in large-scale
neuroimaging data.

Perhaps the simplest illustration of discrete transitions in brain state
dynamics is that observed during bistable perception, where fMRI activity is well-fit
by a pairwise maximum entropy model with characteristic basin states and
estimable transition rates between them52. This and similar work builds on
prior studies demonstrating that neural activity during multistable behaviors can be
described as a series of periods in which the system dwells within an attractor and
transitions between different attractors on the underlying energy landscape53. Yet,
bi- or multi-stable perception is arguably not a common cognitive process
experienced in everyday life; therefore, the stronger evidence for the importance
of discrete brain state transitions comes from observations made about the
brain’s intrinsic dynamics, the baseline from which task-based processes are drawn.
Indeed, careful work suggests that the brain’s intrinsic dynamics as measured
by fMRI are also well-fit by a pairwise maximum entropy model with distinct
basin states and well-parameterized transition rates between them54. Moreover, in
data-driven work independent of maximum entropy model assumptions, evidence
from multiband resting state fMRI suggests that transitions from low-to-high
efficiency states are quite sudden (approximately discrete) and the transitions from
high-to-low efficiency states are quite gradual (approximately continuous), a
variation in dynamics that is argued to achieve a balance between efficient
information-processing and metabolic expenditure55. Evidence for longer-time
scale state transitions comes from longitudinal imaging experiments that
demonstrate that resting state functional connectivity can be separated into two
distinct meta-states, and that these states are related to differences in self-reported
attention56.

We further examine ideas of centralized vs. distributed control. First, we note
that while we study the control capabilities of single brain regions, this does not
preclude these regions enacting control in groups. Our motivation in this study is
to examine the control capabilities predicted from a single region, as important
initial means of gaining fundamental understanding about the system. In other
work, we have extended these methods to use the same linear time-invariant model
to address questions of distributed or multi-point control11,34; in other words, the
use of this model does not preclude a study of distributed control. While such a
study is beyond the scope of the current work, it might be a useful direction for
future efforts.

Nonetheless, it is interesting to review the evidence for centralized control in
cognitive processes provided by neuroimaging data. In considering this topic, it is
useful to distinguish between external control, which is enacted on the system from
the outside, and internal control, which is a feature of the system itself. In the brain,
internal control processes include phenomena as conceptually diverse as
homeostasis, which refers to processes that maintain equilibrium of dynamics57,
and cognitive control, which refers to processes that exert top–down influence to
drive the system between various dynamical states58. Focusing solely on cognitive
control, we note that historical models explained the production of decisions based
on a given set of inputs using the perceptron59, a simple artificial neural network60.
The complexity of the connection architecture in this model was thought to
support a complexity of brain dynamics, such as the separation of parallel neural
processes and distributed neural representations propounded by the parallel
distributed processing model61. This and related computational models emphasize
the role of specific brain areas in cognitive control, including prefrontal cortex,
anterior cingulate, parietal cortex, and brainstem62, which were later referred to as

the primary control system of the brain63. Yet, some argue that control in the brain
is not localized to small regions or modules, but is instead very broadly distributed,
enabling versatility in both information transfer and executive control64.
Recent data have shed additional light on this controversy, and have moreover
broadened the cognitive processes of interest (and by extension the applicability
of these models) beyond cognitive control. Specifically, considering rest and
three distinct tasks requiring semantic judgments, mental rotation, and visual
coherence, Gratton and colleagues provide evidence for two independent factors
that modify brain networks to meet task goals65: (i) regions activated in a task
(consistent with, for example, ref. 66) and, (ii) regions that serve as connector hubs
for transferring information across systems (consistent with, for example, ref. 67).
Regions that shared both features, so-called “activated connector” regions exhibited
attributes consistent with a role in enacting task control. These data not only
pinpoint specific centralized regions involved in control, but also suggest that the
constitution of those regions may depend on the task at hand. Such a suggestion is
also consistent with our recent computational study of optimal brain state
trajectories from a state in which the default mode is active to a state in which
primary visual, auditory, and sensorimotor cortices are active34. In this study, we
find that the temporo-parietal junction is consistently identified as an optimal
controller across all of these state transitions, but there are also task-specific
controllers that differ according to the anatomy of the target state. In sum, current
literature supports the notion that there may be a centralized control system for
cognitive control62, but that other sorts of brain state transitions might capitalize
on distributed strategies that are constrained by the anatomy of the initial and
target states34.

Network synchronizability. Synchronizability measures the ability of a network to
persist in a single synchronous state s(t), i.e. x1ðtÞ ¼ � � � ¼ xnðt þ 1Þ ¼ sðtÞ (see
Fig. 2a). The master stability function (MSF) allows analysis of the stability of this
synchronous state without detailed specification of the properties of the dynamical
units8. Within this framework, linear stability depends on the positive eigenvalues
{λi}, i= 1, …, N − 1 of the Laplacian matrix L defined by Lij ¼ δij

P
k Aik � Aij .

The condition for stability depends on the shape of the MSF and whether these
eigenvalues fall into the region of stability. Hence we can use the normalized spread
of the eigenvalues to quantify how synchronizable the network will generally be23.
We therefore quantify network synchronizability as

1
σ2

¼ d2ðN � 1ÞPN�1
i¼1 λi � λ

�� ��2 ; where λ :¼ 1
N � 1

XN�1

i¼1

λi ð5Þ

and d :¼ 1
N

P
i

P
j≠i Aij, the average coupling strength per node, which

normalizes for the overall network strength. To illustrate that synchronizability is
driven much more by variation in the eigenspectrum (denominator of Eq. (5)) than
by differences in connection density (numerator), we plot separately the numerator
and denominator with age, see Supplementary Fig. 1.

We have plotted a typical example of a MSF for a network of oscillators
schematically in Fig. 2a; however, specific details will depend on the dynamics on
individual nodes and the connectivity between them. The shape of the MSF for
various families of dynamical systems is typically convex for generic oscillator
systems, including chaotic oscillators that have stable limit cycles68.

Network statistics and curve fitting. To assess the statistical significance of our
results, we constructed non-parametric permutation-based null models. Specifi-
cally, the null models in Fig. 1 retained the same regions as the real network but
permuted edge weights uniformly at random within the constraints of preserving
degree and strength, respectively. To preserve degree we simply permuted non-zero
weights within a network, and to preserve strength we used the function null_-
model_und_sign from the Brain Connectivity Toolbox that permutes edge weights
to approximately preserve the strength of each node.

Pearson correlations were predominantly used except where the data
distribution was markedly skewed, in which case Spearman correlations were used
instead (regional modal controllability and cognitive performance). Regional
controllability values were the mean controllability values over all individuals:
882 subjects in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3. To test for the regional significance of correlation
with age in Fig. 3, a false discovery rate correction for multiple comparisons was
used with q = 0.05.

Confidence intervals in the plots of Figs. 2c, d and 3c were computed in the
software R using the visreg library, which shows 95% confidence intervals in gray
around the fitted lines. The non-linear fits in Fig. 2c, d were made using a
generalized additive model, which is a generalized linear model where the linear
predictor is given by penalized regression splines of the variable plus conventional
parametric components of the linear predictors, e.g.,

Mean average controllability ¼ interceptþ splineðageÞ þ sex

þhandednessþ brain volumeþ headmotion

ð6Þ

These fits were calculated in the software R using the mgcv library, which has
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previously been used to describe both linear and non-linear developmental effects
in the PNC dataset47.

Curve fitting was done using the Curve Fitting Toolbox in MATLAB. We chose
exponential fits for all data and optimization trajectories as three parameters in
each case produced good fits. However, the Pareto optimization trajectories are not
really exponential, i.e., taking the log of one of the variables does not make the
relationship linear. Hence we simply left all plots in their original axes and used
exponential fits.

Pareto-optimization parameters. The trajectories traced out by Pareto-
optimization can be very constrained in the paths they delineate and especially in
the forward direction of mean average controllability and mean modal controll-
ability. We always ran 100 parallel computations each with their own random edge
swaps, and in this direction of forward optimization for controllability all the
curves followed the same path. Curve fitting was done only on trajectories in this
direction, for which we simply picked one trajectory out of the 100 similar ones.

Termination of the Pareto-optimization process was done after 1500
evolutionary steps, by which time the controllability metrics showed comparatively
small changes from one step to the next. The mean absolute value of changes in
controllability metrics for the last 500 steps were below 1% of the total change in
either mean average controllability or mean modal controllability, for the average
subject.

Trajectories in the synchronizability cross-sections and backward direction
showed greater variability among the parallel simulations. In the backwards
direction, after a smooth decrease in controllability for many steps, some curves
began to turn around or display erratic jumps, see Supplementary Fig. 3 for
trajectories chosen at random from each subject. These backward trajectories were
truncated when the gradient in the controllability plane (change of mean modal
controllability over change in mean average controllability) became negative. We
then retained the longest trajectory (visualized in Fig. 4), although in most cases
there was little loss of overall trajectory length.

Generation of network models. We take a few of the most common graph models
from the general literature, as well as more specifically from the literature postu-
lating models of the topology observed in human brain networks38. Below, we
briefly describe the 8 graph models that we chose as the basis for the analysis
presented in the Results section, specifically in the subsection entitled “Controlling
for modularity”. Additional details for these models can also be found in our recent
publication69.

1. Weighted Random Graph model (WRG): arguably the most fundamental, this
graph model is a weighted version of the canonical Erdös-Rényi model. For all
pairs of N nodes, we modeled the weight of the edge by a geometric
distribution with probability of success p, the desired edge density of the
graph. Each edge weight was assigned the number of successes before the first
failure69.

2. Ring Lattice model (RL): in contrast to the random nature of the WRG, the
ring lattice model is one with strict order. We arranged N nodes on the
perimeter of a regular polygon, each with degree k, determined by the desired
edge density. We then connected each node to the k

2 nodes directly before and
after it in the sequence of nodes on the polygon. Edge weights were assigned
the inverse of the path length between the two nodes, determined by
traversing the perimeter of the polygon69.

3. Watts-Strogatz model (WS): a model that bridges both the order of the RL
and the disorder of the WRG, the Watts-Strogatz graph model is a ring lattice
model in which edges are rewired uniformly at random to create a small-
world network. Following69, we chose the probability r of rewiring a given
edge to maximize the small-world propensity70.

4. Modular Network with 2 communities model (MD2): while the previous
models can display some local clustering structure, they lack meso-scale
organization in the form of modules or communities. In contrast, the Modular
Network with 2 communities model is a graph of N nodes and K edges placed
so as to form 2 communities. Pairs of nodes within communities are
connected with edge density 0.8, and pairs of nodes between communities
(where one node in the pair is in one community and the other node in the
pair is in a different community) are connected to fulfill the desired total edge
density p. We assigned weights to existing edges by considering a geometric
distribution with probability of success p if the nodes were in the same module
and 1 − p if the nodes were in different modules. Each edge weight was
assigned the number of successes before the first failure69.

5. Modular Network with 4 communities model (MD4): this model is generated
in a manner identical to that used in the MD2 graph model, with the
exception that MD4 has 4 communities.

6. Modular Network with 8 communities model (MD8): this model is generated
in a manner identical to that used in the MD2 graph model, with the
exception that MD8 has 8 communities.

7. Random Geometric model (RG): in contrast to most of the previous graph
models that were agnostic to any embedding space, the Random Geometric
model contains N nodes, chosen randomly from a unit cube, and edges whose
weights were equal to the inverse of the Euclidian distance between two nodes.

We kept only the K shortest edges, in order to maintain the desired edge
density p69.

8. Barabási-Albert model (BA): in our final graph model, we used software
from38 to generate a typical BA model—a scale-free network that exhibits
preferential attachment to existing nodes of high degree—with N nodes and K
edges. Each edge weight was assigned the average degree of the two nodes it
connected.

In all of the graph models described above, two parameters are fixed a priori:
the number of nodes N in the network, and the number of edges K in the network.
Several of the graph models are defined only for a cardinality that is a power of 2; to
include these models, and also speed computation time, we chose the number of
nodes to be 128. Further, we chose the number of edges to produce network
densities that were consistent with those observed empirically in large-scale human
brain graphs. To maximize generalizability of our findings to other studies, we
chose an independent data set of 19-minute multiband diffusion spectrum imaging
from 30 healthy adult individuals11, with an average edge density of 0.2919. For
each network size, we generated 100 instantiations of each of the 8 graph models
described above.

All of the 8 graph models described above were weighted graph models69. While
it is important to study weighted (as opposed to binary) graph models to
benchmark our metrics that are currently being applied to real-world weighted
graphs, comparisons across models are confounded by the fact that each model can
have a very different edge weight distribution. Here, we sought to disentangle the
impact of graph model from the impact of edge weight distribution on network
controllability statistics. Accordingly, we therefore developed a pipeline to reweight
all of the graph models fairly, and with a fixed edge weight distribution.

We began by adding random noise on the order of 10−7 to all edge weights in all
network models; this process ensures the uniqueness of each edge weight, while
maintaining the relative weight magnitudes. Next, we sorted edges by weight, and
then replaced each edge with corresponding ordered values pulled from a specific
edge weight distribution of interest, of which we defined three. The first was a
Gaussian distribution with a mean of 0.5 and a standard deviation of 0.12,
ubiquitously found in real-world networks. The second edge weight distribution of
interest was taken from ref. 11 to closely model empirical weighting distributions in
large-scale human brain structural networks estimated from diffusion imaging
tractography. Specifically, this distribution was based on streamline counts,
normalized by the geometric mean of regional volumes, as we use in the current
study. Importantly, the reweighting scheme we describe here allowed us to use the
same edge weighting across all graphs to guarantee that differences in
controllability were due to topology and not to other properties of the graphs, like
differing edge weights and scaling.

In summary, we study network ensembles for two types of edge weightings:
streamline counts and Gaussian weights. Each of these ensembles includes 100
instantiations of each of the 8 graph models.

Data availability. Scripts to calculate the controllability metrics can be found at
www.danisbassett.com/research-projects.html for public use.

Diffusion tensor imaging data were acquired from the Philadelphia
Neurodevelopmental Cohort, a resource publicly available through the Database of
Genotypes and Phenotypes.
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